BESPOKE EXPERIENCES
$10 PP

VARIETAL TASTING

$25PP

SINGLE VINEYARD TASTING

Our varietal range utilises ‘all the right regions for all the right reasons’ to provide
a wide range of award winning wines. Enjoy a selection of six white, six red, and
two dessert wines over a 45 minute guided tasting.
Our fee of $10 per person is redeemable on purchase.

Our Single Vineyard wines are from premium single sites so you can experience
and compare the true characteristics of our best vineyards. Try a selection of six
white and six red wines over a 45 minute guided tasting.
Our fee of $25 per person is redeemable on purchase of a six-pack of SV wines.

$40 PP

WINERY TOUR

$80 PP

SEMILLON MASTERCLASS

$80 PP

$90 PP

$120 PP

Come on a guided tour of our winery production area and walk through our iconic
Graveyard Vineyard, enjoy a unique behind the scenes look at how wine is made
and the opportunity to taste straight from the barrel in our Barrel Hall.
Complimentary for members.

Take a closer look at 6 top Hunter Valley Semillons matched with a sample of the
perfect food match. This masterclass is hosted by one of our knowledgeable crew,
ready to answer all of your Semsational questions.
Members discount may be applied.

CRICKET PITCH BLENDING

Hit a six in our flagship Cricket Pitch blending session. Join a team, pick the
skipper then take to the winemaking pitch to create a blend to beat all others.
No sledging allowed while the umpire picks the winner and awards everyone
with a bottle to take home.
Members discount may be applied.

HUNTER VALLEY MASTERCLASS

Become a wine connoisseur of the Hunter Valley with an insight into what grows
best in the region and why. Understand Hunter Valley terrior, weather patterns
and when the right time to pick is for the perfect wines to last through the ages.
Includes a selection of 6 Brokenwood wines from the Hunter Valley region and
6 uniquely paired canapes.
Members discount may be applied.

SHIRAZ MASTERCLASS

What better place than the home of the exceptional Graveyard Vineyard Shiraz to
learn the secrets of the perfect pick, winemaking methods and cellaring potential
of this well loved variety while endulging in a culinary tasting platter.
Members discount may be applied.
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